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Internet-of-Things

Congestion (vehicles and passengers)

Privatization of transport operations,
roads or rail infrastructure

Artificial Intelligence

Data-driven decision-making

Government cost-cutting

Environmental regulation to decarbonize

Automation of self-driving vehicles
and trains, private and public

Rail infrastructure, operations, 
maintenance and specialist services 

(including passenger, freight, intercity, 
commuter, high-speed, light rail, etc)

Road infrastructure 
(including traffic management, 

highways, parking, tunnels, markings, 
safety, signage, street lighting, etc)

Public transit/transport 
authority, public or 
private multi-modal 
transport services

Congestion, privatisation and 
government cost-cutting have 
been part of the mobility 
landscape forever...

Percentages show the proportion of respondents selecting either major or moderate impact

...but, IoT, AI and data-driven 
strategies have only just begun to 
change mobility organizations. 

The long-standing trends of 
decarbonization and automation may 
be set to drive more transformative 
changes in the coming years. 

Despite prospects for change and disruption, mobility organizations are not especially open 
to less-conventional operational models, partnerships and servicing arrangements. 

Does this suggest many in the industry are too conservative for the times? 
Is greater openness to new models needed to overcome the challenges ahead?

The winds of change, the unchangeable forces and 
the challenges ahead for mobility organizations

We asked them about the extent to which major trends would impact 
their organization's strategy over the next three years...
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We also asked respondents which operationaI partnership,
business or servicing models their organization is open to using?

Long-term maintenance
and servicing contracts

Availability-as-a-Service 
(e.g. performance-based 
contracts)

Platform subscriptions 
for connected devices

47%

39%

30%

Public-private-partnerships

24%

20%

20%

30%

Asset monetization 
agreements

 (e.g. with advertisers)

Mobility-as-a-Service 
(e.g. IoT platform)

Data monetization 
(e.g. agreements to provide 

meta-data to third parties)

Industries often need to transform because they face intractable 
challenges – mobility leaders in our survey paint a picture 

of diverse and burdensome challenges…

…and our best window into how mobility is changing 
– or not changing – comes from how challenges are expected 

to evolve over the next two years…

Increasing difficultyUnchanging difficultyDecreasing difficulty

84%

81%

80%

Growth in urban passenger demand

Aging infrastructure / assets

Cyber security

77%

75%

Workforce sentiment toward digitalization

Legacy IT systems

Percentages show the proportion of respondents selecting either major or moderate burden/difficulty

Moving mobility
forward

We spoke to
senior leaders

C-suite executives and direct reports
from China, Germany, the UK and the US…
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Growth in urban passenger demand and 
aging infrastructure/assets are both among 
today’s top challenges, which indicates that 
significant change, expansion and 
rejuvenation work is required.

Digitalization is often part of such work, but 
that looks to be an area of increasing stress, 
with the challenge of workforce sentiment 
to digitalization expected to increase more 
than any other. 

In light of this, it is positive to see that 
organizations are largely expecting to 
overcome the challenges of legacy systems, 
insufficient funding and digital skills 
shortages – all of which should help in 
tackling the rising challenges. 

The results also suggest that, while there is 
significant change ahead, there are still 
some challenges – like regulations and 
bureaucracy – that are likely to survive the 
test of time.

Workforce sentiment
toward digitalization

Aging infrastructure / assets

Growth in urban
passenger demand

Increasingly difficult challenges
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Legacy IT systems

Lack of digital skills
in the workforce

Lack of funding

Burden easing significantly

14%

11%
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64%

72%

77%

Bureaucratic and/ or slow
tender processes for

infrastructure projects

Regulatory constraints

Likely to stay the same
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Cyber security 16% 30%54%


